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Social touch is increasingly utilized in a variety of psychological interventions, ranging from parent-child in
terventions to psychotherapeutic treatments. Less attention has been paid, however, to findings that exposure to
social touch may not necessarily evoke positive or pleasant responses. Social touch can convey different emotions
from love and gratitude to harassment and envy, and persons’ preferences to touch and be touched do not
necessarily match with each other. This review of altogether 99 original studies focuses on how contextual
factors modify target person’s behavioral and brain responses to social touch. The review shows that experience
of social touch is strongly modified by a variety of toucher-related and situational factors: for example, toucher’s
facial expressions, physical attractiveness, relationship status, group membership, and touched person’s psy
chological distress. At the neural level, contextual factors modify processing of social touch from early perceptual
processing to reflective cognitive evaluation. Based on the review, we present implications for using social touch
in behavioral and neuroscientific research designs.

1. Introduction
As the most fundamental form of contact, social touch is commonly
used to relieve stress, build a sense of togetherness, and convey feelings
of love and sympathy. Accordingly, social touch has been increasingly
utilized in a variety of behavioral interventions: for example, in psy
chotherapies (e.g., for traumatized or neuropsychiatric patients) (Phe
lan, 2009), in parent-child interventions (Field, 2010), and in other
health-care settings to improve quality of patient-physician in
teractions (Anderson and Taylor, 2011). There is also evidence that
social touch has potential to increase friendly and prosocial behavior in
the target person (known as “the Midas touch”) (Crusco and Wetzel,
1984). For example, exposure to social touch is found to increase bus
driver’s willingness to get customers into the bus without having enough
money for the ticket (Guéguen and Fischer-Lokou, 2003), target per
son’s willingness to look after a large dog (Guéguen and Fischer-Lokou,
2002), willingness to give a cigarette to a stranger by request (Joule and
Guéguen, 2007), to participate in a survey (Hornik and Ellis, 1988), and
to give money to charity (Kurzban, 2001), although also null findings

exist (Guéguen et al., 2011). Along with possible prosociality-enhancing
effects, social touch has arisen interest also in the research field of
prejudice since social touch is postulated to effectively reduce prejudices
between different social groups (Seger et al., 2014).
However, in order to expect positive effects of social touch (e.g.,
lower stress levels, increased opioid release, sense of togetherness,
reduced prejudices), immediate touch exposure should be experienced
as pleasant (Martin, 2012; Shamloo et al., 2018). This is an important
notion as exposure to social touch may not necessarily be a positive or
pleasant subjective experience. Touch can convey a wide variety of
different emotions, including positive and negative emotions, self- and
other-focused emotions, and emotions with low or high arousal (J. W.
Lee and Guerrero, 2001; Thompson and Hampton, 2011). For example,
touch can convey signals of anger, disgust, fear, gratitude, harassment,
formality, happiness, love, sadness, sympathy, embarrassment, envy,
pride, or surprise (J. W. Lee and Guerrero, 2001; Thompson and
Hampton, 2011). In addition, real-life touch exposures and wishes for
touch are not necessarily in synchrony with each other: some types of
social touch are experienced more often than wished (e.g.,
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hand-shaking), whereas some types of touch are experienced less often
than wished (e.g., hugging or stroking) (Beßler et al., 2020). To date,
most studies have focused on social touches that are experienced as
pleasant, positive, or congruent with other contextual cues (e.g., facial
expressions), whereas less attention has been paid to unpleasant or
incongruent experiences of social touch. Along with this, it has remained
unclear which kinds of contextual factors modify target person’s
behavioral responses to social touch.
Interestingly, previous research literature suggests that contextual
factors modify responses to social touch also at the neural level
(Ellingsen et al., 2015; Kirsch et al., 2018). Although there are some
differences in the neural processing between different sorts of touches
(e.g., CT-optimal touch, or hand holding), there are some common
phases of processing social touch. First, before touch, there are antici
patory responses in the prefrontal and parietal cortex that adjust later
phases of touch processing in a top-down manner (Carlsson et al., 2000).
After social touch exposure, the tactile signal is generally first trans
mitted through a spinothalamic tract to the thalamus. From there, the
signal is mediated to the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices,
the insula, and other cortical regions, such as the prefrontal cortex, the
orbitofrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the superior
temporal sulcus (Ellingsen et al., 2015; Gliga et al., 2019; Scheele et al.,
2014). Moreover, the ventral striatum and amygdala are involved in the
processing of social touch (Gliga et al., 2019). Along with the
multi-directional connections between the brain regions, subjective
experience of social touch is influenced by both bottom-up and
top-down factors such as toucher-related or contextual information
(Ellingsen et al., 2015; Kirsch et al., 2018).
In previous studies, social touch has been defined in two ways: (1) in
terms of sensory qualities of touch (i.e., defined as a “CT-optimal touch”
that occurs with velocity of 3 cm/s, targets CT-fibers on the skin, and is
experienced as a gentle caress), or (2) in terms of interpersonal and
intentional aspects of touch (i.e., whether there are affective signals
conveyed by touch) (Gliga et al., 2019). In the former case, touching
certain body regions in a specific way can be considered as social touch.
In the latter case, different types of touches (e.g., tapping on shoulder,
embracing, holding hands, and caressing) qualify as social touch as they
convey information about toucher’s feelings and intentions toward the
received. Depending on the line of research, previous studies have used
different terms to refer to social touch, including e.g. social touch, af
fective touch, interpersonal touch, or CT-optimal touch. Here, we use
the term social touch to refer to all different types of touches with af
fective influence or social meaning.

This review investigated the modifying roles of psychosocial situa
tional factors and toucher’s characteristics for touched person’s imme
diate responses (including affective, behavioral, perceptual, and neural
responses to touch). This kind of review provides useful implications for
touch-based research designs and increases understanding of previous
partly inconclusive results of touch-based studies. The focus area of this
review is shown in Fig. 1.
2. Methods
2.1. Literature search
A systematic literature search was conducted (PubMed). We used the
following search terms: (“emotional touch” OR “affective touch” OR
“social touch” OR “interpersonal touch” OR “friendly touch” OR “gentle
touch” OR “touch aversion” OR “touch avoidance” OR “CT-optimal
touch”). The search was directed to titles and abstracts with no re
strictions regarding publication year (published by February 2021).
After identifying eligible original articles, the reference lists of the
eligible articles were screened. The literature search process is illus
trated in Fig. 2. The results of the literature search are presented in
Table 1. We found altogether 99 eligible original studies (six studies of
them investigated more than one contextual factor). A list of the
included articles can be found in Supplementary Table 1.
2.2. Inclusion criteria
We had the following inclusion criteria for peer-reviewed original
human studies examining: 1) immediate responses to social touch
(“social touch” defined as a skin-to-skin contact between humans, a CToptimal touch, or a touch that appeared to be coming from a virtual
character); 2) psychosocial contextual factors influencing responses to
touch; 3) the target person’s responses to social touch (in case of bidi
rectional types of touches such as hugging or hand-holding, both persons
were interpreted as target persons); 4) adult populations; 5) non-clinical
populations; 6) non-erotic forms of social touch; and 7) quantitative
studies (n > 10).
2.3. Exclusion criteria
We excluded studies examining: 1) long-term developmental in
fluences of touch (that have been reviewed previously (Cascio et al.,
2019; Weller and Feldman, 2003); 2) the modifying roles of sensory

Fig. 1. Focus of the literature review (marked with a yellow square).
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addition, previous reviews (Gallace and Spence, 2010; Russo et al.,
2020; Taneja et al., 2021) have comprehensively covered the roles of
sociodemographic factors (age, sex, socioeconomic status) and cultural
factors for the experience of social touch. Consequently, those factors
were excluded from this review.
3. Review of the findings
3.1. Toucher’s group membership and prejudices
3.1.1. Behavioral and physiological responses
The reviewed literature suggests that toucher’s in-group vs. outgroup status or prejudices toward different groups modulate the expe
rience of social touch. First, in the 1970s, it was found that Black cus
tomers were more likely to touch other Black customers than White
customers in cafeteria lines (when considering any type of touch) (F. N.
Willis et al., 1978). Later on, it has been found that touch of a Black
nurse (vs. touch of a White nurse) to measure heart rate predicts
increased heart rate in European American recipients (Vrana and Roll
ock, 1998), indicating higher touch-induced physiological arousal dur
ing the touch by an out-group member. More recently, there have been
studies examining also types of groups than than ethnic groups (e.g.,
people with a different sexual orientation, disease, or criminal back
ground). Specifically, hand-shaking of a person stigmatized with a dis
ease (e.g. leprosy), obesity, atypical physical appearance (e.g. an
amputated leg), or criminal history is reported as more discomforting
than hand-shaking of a person without such conditions (Park et al.,
2013). Additionally, if a toucher is assumed to be homosexual, touch on
arm during question has been shown to arouse an aversive emotional
response and decrease compliance with toucher’s request (i.e., to buy a
product) in touch receivers with strong homophobia (Dolinski, 2010).
Moreover, a hug between two men can be experienced as abnormal and
unexpected among heterosexual men who interpret the hug as having
sexual connotations (Floyd, 2000). Taken together, receiving a touch
from a stigmatized person or minority-group member can be perceived
as aversive and discomforting particularly by people with prejudices
towards the respective out-groups.
Importantly, touch of an out-group member may be experienced
differently at different stages of acquaintanceship. For example, physical
contact (hand-shaking and exercises including touch) with an out-group
member (Muslim) is shown to increase positive attitudes toward the
whole out-group in White British adults only if the physical contact is
not conducted during the first meeting but at later stage (Choma et al.,
2018). The researchers suggested that this may reflect a need for “psy
chological preparation” (Choma et al., 2018). Thus, even one meeting
before touch may possibly be enough to produce feelings of “psycho
logical preparation”. This is in accordance with the contact theory
(Allport and Pettigrew, 1954) and related findings that frequent physical
contacts with out-group members (e.g., foreigners) (this study examined
any type of physical contact) predict more positive attitudes toward and
more frequent future contacts with them but only if the (physical)
contact is experienced as positive or pleasant (Shamloo et al., 2018).
Hence, a touch with out-group members may not reduce prejudice
effectively if it is occasional and/or experienced as unpleasant.
This topic has been investigated also in the context of sport-related
intergroup interaction (i.e. cooperation vs. competition). In two exper
iments, subjects completed either a cooperative or competitive task in a
group and simultaneously received touches on their shoulder from a
group member (Camps et al., 2013). It was found that afterwards sub
jects, who were touched, gave higher credits to the group members in
cooperative situations but lower credits to the group members in
competitive situations (when compared to subjects who were not
touched) (Camps et al., 2013). Related to this finding, an observational
study reported that frequent touches (any types of touches) between
basketball players of the same team predicted better performance
(Erceau and Guéguen, 2007).

Fig. 2. The article selection process for the current review.
Table 1
The results of the literature search: number of original studies that were
reviewed.
Contextual factor under investigation

Number of original studies that
were reviewed

Toucher’s group membership and prejudices
Receiving touch from a familiar person
Touching patterns in private and public
contexts
Situations without experimentally induced
psychosocial stress
Situations with exposure to psychosocial
stress
Receiving touch from a stranger vs. receiving no
touch
Responses to CT-optimal touch
Facial expressions of toucher
Physical attractiveness of toucher
Multimodal qualities of the environment
Target person’s attentiveness to social touch

11 studies
13 studies
16 studies
13 studies
15 studies
13 studies
4 studies
5 studies
6 studies
7 studies

qualities of touch, dispositional personality traits, or previous life events
for touch experience; 3) imagined touches or object-induced non-
CT-optimal touches; 4) toucher’s responses to social touch experience;
5) infant or child populations; 6) clinical population studies since
neuropsychiatric disorders can bias touch perceptions; 7) erotic forms of
touch; 8) qualitative or theoretical studies; and 9) animal studies. In
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Overall, one explanation for the findings may be differences in the
neural responses to in-group- and out-group members. Specifically,
when interacting with in-group members (vs. out-group members), the
dorsomedial prefrontal cortex exhibits stronger functional connectivity
with the orbitofrontal cortex and ventral striatum (Rilling et al., 2008).
As the striatum and orbitofrontal cortex are found to be involved in
reward processing and hedonic experiences (Delgado, 2007; Kringel
bach, 2005), this may imply that individuals experience more rewarding
to be in interaction with in-group than out-group members. Closely
related to this, it has been found that observing a touch on an out-group
member’s face (vs. in-group member’s face) results in weaker sensory
tactile perception (i.e., higher detection threshold) on participants’ own
face (Serino et al., 2009). This may imply that the mirror neuron system
may respond differently when observing in-group vs. out-group mem
ber’s touch.

3.2.2. Situations without experimentally induced psychosocial stress
3.2.2.1. Physiological responses. Research evidence indicates that
exposure to social touch is related to different physiological responses
depending on the relationship status between the toucher and target
person. Specifically, subjects who are stroked on their forearm by their
partner exhibit reduced heart rate (when compared to no stroking)
(Triscoli et al., 2017a,b). Similarly, an experiment implied that couples
who are holding their hands have lower systolic blood pressure after the
contact, although the experiment did not include any control condition
without touch (Grewen et al., 2005). Also, touch (on the forearm) be
tween romantic partners is related to increased heart rate variability
which is a sign of lower physiological stress levels when compared to a
condition without touch (Chatel-Goldman et al., 2014). Likewise, a
questionnaire-based study reported that frequent exposures to partner’s
physical touch (without specifying type of touch) is related to lower
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (J. E. Lee and Cichy, 2020).
Interestingly, the favorable effects of social touch on physiological
responses appear to be particularly evident if the quality of the romantic
relationship is balanced in the long run: if a couple experiences high
mutual support (Grewen et al., 2005), is satisfied with their relationship
(Triscoli et al., 2017a), or reports high quality of their relationship (J. E.
Lee and Cichy, 2020). Instead, the intensity and valence of momentary
emotions during a partner’s touch seem not to modify the physiological
effects of touch (Chatel-Goldman et al., 2014).

3.2. Receiving a social touch from a familiar person vs. From a stranger or
no touch
3.2.1. Touching patterns in private and public contexts
In the previous section, we noted that in intergroup context, touch of
an out-group member may be experienced as unpleasant particularly in
individuals with prejudices toward the concerning out-groups, and that
touch may be more pleasant if an out-group member has become more
familiar to target person (e.g., they have met several times). Interest
ingly, degree of familiarity may affect the experience of touch also in
interpersonal context, where touch coming from a familiar person is
experienced as more pleasant than touch coming from a stranger. Next,
we review studies related to familiarity of toucher.
Overall, it is necessary to consider that touch behavior has been
noted to include different patterns in public vs. non-public settings
(Gladney and Barker, 1979; Henley, 1973; Major et al., 1990), with
majority of touches occurring in private settings (especially in more
intimate body areas) (F. N. Willis and Rinck, 1983). In accordance with
these findings, there is evidence for higher frequency and need for touch
(including any type of touch) between partners than between strangers
(Beßler et al., 2020). Further, family members are found to express a
wider array of emotions via touch than strangers: strangers commonly
convey universal or prosocial emotions via touch whereas family
members express also social control and negative affective states such as
pride, envy, or psychological control or dominance, punishment, fare
well, hurting, or scaring (Pisano et al., 1986; Suvilehto et al., 2015;
Thompson and Hampton, 2011).
In addition, there are also differences in the body regions that are
allowed to be touched by strangers vs. close acquaintances or romantic
partners. Specifically, approximately 20 % and 70 % of the body regions
are allowed to be touched by strangers and romantic partners, respec
tively (Suvilehto et al., 2015, 2019). The extent of touch-allowed body
regions is positively related to the emotional bond with the toucher
(Suvilehto et al., 2015, 2019). Strangers are allowed to touch the hands
whereas closer acquaintances are allowed to touch also the head and
upper torso (Suvilehto et al., 2015, 2019).
Likewise, observational and questionnaire-based studies have found
that touch frequencies change from dating stage to post-marriage stages:
touch frequency (including any types of touches) increases from the first
stage of dating to more serious stages of dating but levels off or decreases
after getting married (Emmers and Dindia, 1995; Guerrero and Ander
sen, 1991; F. N. J. Willis and Briggs, 1992). There are also substantial
differences in the overall touch exposure between alone-living and
married individuals (Trotter et al., 2018).
Overall, it appears that a stranger’s, friend’s, or partner’s social
touch may have partly different influences when a target person is under
psychosocial stress vs. in circumstances without stress-prone situational
factors. Thus, we next review those studies separately.

3.2.2.2. Affective responses. There is accumulating evidence indicating
that touch by a familiar person is often subjectively experienced as
positive and pleasant. Specifically, subjects who are stroked or caressed
on their forearm or legs by their partner (or participants suppose that
toucher is their partner) experience touch exposure as more pleasant
when compared to self-touch or an object-induced touch (Kreuder et al.,
2017; Nummenmaa et al., 2016; Triscoli et al., 2017a). Similarly, sub
jects who are touched to their hand by their partner during a cognitive
task have higher positive affect and lower negative affect (compared to
no touch) (Saunders et al., 2018). Further, subjects who were touched
friendly on the shoulder during a group task experienced stronger feel
ings of community and higher gratitude when compared to those who
were not touched (Simão and Seibt, 2015). In addition, a diary-based
study found that frequent exposure to partner’s touch (without speci
fying types of touch) is associated with stronger experience of psycho
logical intimacy and higher positive affect (Debrot et al., 2013). Also, an
observational study reported that frequent responsive touches (any
types of touch) between dating couples predicted higher experienced
social support (Robinson et al., 2015). Taken together, a touch coming
from a partner seems to evoke on average positive affective responses.
3.2.2.3. Brain responses. Besides subjective experiences, a number of
studies have examined neural responses: whether neural responses are
different to touches by a partner or a stranger. There is evidence that
hand-holding with a partner (compared to touch by a stranger or being
alone) augments beta and theta power, possibly indicating lower
emotional arousal (Kraus et al., 2020). During cognitive tasks, it has
been found that holding hands with partner increases error-related
neural monitoring (i.e., error-related negativity peaking 100 ms after
making an error) and predicts improved inhibitory control in the task
(when compared to no touch) (Saunders et al., 2018).
Interestingly, there may be different relationship-related modula
tions in the touch-induced neural responses at different phases of touch
exposure. That is, the primary somatosensory cortex exhibits weaker
activity during anticipation of a romantic caress but higher activity
during exposure to a romantic caress when compared to a neutral objectinduced touch (Ebisch et al., 2014).
Finally, the opioidergic system may play a role in the experience of
social touch. That is, affective touch (CT-optimal touch) on the lower leg
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is experienced as less pleasant after administration of opioid antagonist
naloxone (Case et al., 2016) and, further, exposure to partner’s
non-sexual caress all over the body (vs. no touch) induces increased
μ-opioid receptor availability in a variety of affect-related brain regions
(e.g., in the thalamus, insula, striatum, and cingulate cortex) in a posi
tron emission tomography (PET) study (Nummenmaa et al., 2016).
Hence, even single social touch from a familiar person may produce
obtainable changes in the opioidergic system.

Kraus et al., 2019). All these findings tentatively suggest that partner’s
touch may reduce sensory or psychological pain.
3.2.3.2. Physiological responses. Besides behavioral evidence, several
studies have focused on physiological responses to partner’s touch under
psychological stress (i.e., related to top-down mechanisms of social
touch). First, exposure to hand-holding and hugging with the partner is
found to predict lower diastolic and systolic blood pressure and lower
heart rate under psychosocial stress (to give a tape-recorded speech
describing a distressing social situation), when compared to respective
physiological responses during quiet rest before performance (Grewen
et al., 2003). Interestingly, similar effects have not been found when
exposed to friend’s touch. That is, exposure to friend’s touch on the wrist
may not predict more favorable physiological responses (in heart rate or
blood pressure) to psychosocial stress (when compared to being alone or
exposure to touch of a stranger) (Edens et al., 1992). Hence, during
induced psychological distress, a touch of a partner may possibly reduce
physiological stress responses while evidence regarding touch of a friend
is very limited.

3.2.2.4. Touch-specific effects. Importantly, all the experimental find
ings listed in this subsection compared target person’s responses to
partner’s or friend’s touch vs. being alone, self-stroking, or being
touched by a stranger. Hence, effects of a partner’s or friend’s touch
have not been compared to presence or non-tactile communication with
a partner or friend. Thus, those studies have not provided evidence for
any touch-specific effects.
There are, however, a few studies investigating touch-specific re
sponses. First, it has been found that holding hands with a romantic
partner induces greater interpersonal neural synchronization than vocal
communication between partners, indicating that touch may play role in
affiliative bonding (Long et al., 2021). Second, there is evidence that
touch on the thigh, shin, or calf of both legs that was though to come
from partner (or a toucher that participants suppose to be their partner,
compared to merely partner’s physical proximity or touch that was
thought to come from a stranger) is associated with different activity
patterns in the amygdala, somatosensory cortex, orbitofrontal cortex,
and posterior cingulate cortex (Kreuder et al., 2017; Suvilehto et al.,
2020). This indicates that there are also effects that are specific to
partner’s touch (and are not evoked by e.g. partner’s presence).
Furthermore, the findings imply that the processing of toucher’s rela
tionship status is integrated to the touch processing from early stages to
more conscious and higher-level stages. In accordance with this, it has
been emphasized that the affective and cognitive contextual factors of
touch exposure may be processed in the primary somatosensory cortex
and insula (Gazzola et al., 2012; Suvilehto et al., 2020).

3.2.3.3. Brain responses. Also neural responses to touch exposure seem
to be modulated by the relationship status between the toucher and
target person. First, some studies have investigated the influences of
exposure to social touch during sensory pain. Specifically, subjects who
are threatened by an electric shock have attenuated responses in the
threat-related brain networks (e.g., in the anterior cingulate gyrus, the
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and the caudate) if they are holding
their partner’s hand (when compared to holding a stranger’s hand or no
hand) (Coan et al., 2006). In addition, during painful thermal stimula
tion, subjects who are holding hands with their partner exhibit stronger
connections between the inferior parietal cortex and dorsomedial pre
frontal cortex when compared to control condition (holding a rubber
ball), indicating that social touch may reduce pain via the interaction
between the executional and emotion regulation networks (Korisky
et al., 2020). Moreover, during thermal pain stimulation, holding hands
with partner also relates to altered activity patterns in various brain
regions related to pain and affect regulation (i.e., in the nucleus
accumbens, ventral striatum, amygdala, medial prefrontal cortex, infe
rior parietal sulcus) in subjects with reduced experienced pain (Reddan
et al., 2020). Finally, subjects exposed to pain are found to exhibit
reduced pain-related potentials of N1 and N2–P2 if they simultaneously
receive an affective touch on the forearm from their partner (when
compared to a non-affective touch) (von Mohr et al., 2018a,b).
One study investigated this issue from the top-down perspective (i.e.,
psychological distress). Subjects who are exposed to a picture of their
deceased significant other are noted to have reduced activity in the
anterior cingulate cortex (potentially referring to a lower need for
emotion regulation) and a lower connectivity between the anterior
cingulate cortex and insula (potentially referring to a lower level of
experienced psychological pain) if they are simultaneously holding their
partner’s hand (when compared to holding a stranger’s hand or being
alone) (Kraus et al., 2019). Hence, this study suggests that social touch
from a familiar person may reduce activity in brain regions related to
pain processing and emotion regulation but more evidence is needed.

3.2.3. Situations with exposure to psychosocial stress
A number of studies have been conducted under psychosocial stress
situations where exposure to partner’s or friend’s touch seems to act as a
stress-buffering factor and have also other favorable influences. Some
original studies have investigated this issue during sensory pain (i.e., a
bottom-up approach examining modifying roles of sensory stimuli on
touch experience) and other studies during psychological distress (i.e., a
top-down approach investigating modifying roles of cognitively pro
cessed contextual factors such as social exclusion).
3.2.3.1. Affective responses. It has been reported that subjects who are
exposed to a picture of their deceased close acquaintance experience the
situation more comfortable if simultaneously holding their hands with
partner (vs. being alone without any skin-to-skin contact) (Coan et al.,
2006; Kraus et al., 2019). Also, an interview-based follow-up study
indicated that frequent exposure to hug with a partner is longitudinally
associated with a smaller decrease of positive affect during conflicts and
lower increase in negative affect after the conflict (Murphy et al., 2018).
Interestingly, receiving a social touch may alleviate also one’s experi
ence of physical pain. That is, subjects who are exposed to heat stimuli
and are touched on their hands by their partner are found to experience
lower levels of pain (when compared to being touched by a stranger,
only watched, or without any social interaction) (Goldstein et al., 2016).
Similarly, during painful thermal stimulation, hand-holding with part
ner reduces experienced pain (when compared to holding a rubber ball)
(Korisky et al., 2020). Finally, subjects who are threatened by an electric
shock are reported to experience the situation less unpleasant if simul
taneously holding their hands with partner (vs. holding hand of a
stranger or being without any skin-to-skin contact) (Coan et al., 2006;

3.2.3.4. Touch-specific effects. Importantly, similarly to the previous
subsection, it should be taken into consideration that all these experi
mental studies have compared touch of a partner or friend to being alone
or receiving touch from a stranger. Instead, those studies have not
examined whether partner’s touch has touch-specific effects, i.e.,
compared responses to partner’s or friend’s touch to having non-tactile
communication with a partner or friend.
There are, however, some studies investigating touch-specific effects.
First, under virtually-induced feelings of social exclusion, subjects have
lower levels of negative emotions and reduced activity in the anterior
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insula if they receive a gentle touch on their hand from their friend
(when compared to receiving informative support from their friend)
(Morese et al., 2019). Additionally, there is evidence that subjects who
are exposed to their partner’s touch on the neck and shoulder exhibit
lower cortisol and heart rate levels in response to psychosocial stress (a
public speaking task and an arithmetic task in front of others), when
compared to other types of interaction with the partner (Ditzen et al.,
2007). Hence, it seems that not all positive responses to partner’s touch
can be explained by merely presence or non-tactile support of a partner,
but there seems to be also touch-specific pain-reducing effects.
Finally, findings have been inconclusive regarding physiological
coupling (i.e., inter-individual synchronization of physiological activity).
Specifically, it has been reported that subjects who are exposed to pain
and are simultaneously holding hands with their partner experience
stronger physiological coupling in respiration and heart rate (vs. those
who only see their partner present without touch) (Goldstein et al.,
2017) and also increased brain-to-brain coupling between partners
(Goldstein et al., 2018). One study, in turn, found that hand-holding
with partner or receiving stroking from partner were not related to
physiological coupling between the partners (in terms of
skin-conductance responses) during pain, when compared to a condition
without touch (Reddan et al., 2020). Hence, touch-related effects may be
more consistent within target persons (when considering
individual-level responses) than between touchers and target persons.

favorable influences.
More recent experimental studies in laboratory settings and more
controlled research designs, in turn, have observed more positive in
fluences of stranger’s touch during stress exposure. For example, sub
jects, who are socially excluded in the Cyberball task, experience weaker
feelings of social exclusion if they are affectively touched on their
forearm (vs. neutrally touched) (von Mohr et al., 2017). Moreover,
subjects who are playing a financial risk-taking game are more likely to
conduct risky gambling if they are given a comforting pat on their
shoulder by a stranger (vs. not given a touch or given a hand-shake)
(Levav and Argo, 2010), implying that touch may reduce feelings of
distress in a risky situation. Finally, subjects who have low self-esteem
and are reminded of death, report lower death anxiety and stronger
social connectedness if they are touched on their shoulder by a stranger
(when compared to no touch) (Koole et al., 2014). Nevertheless, it is
necessary to note that participants were not exposed to any
death-related material and, hence, the results cannot be generalized to
situations where mortality is made salient and participants are exposed
to material arousing death anxiety. In another study, however, subjects
were exposed to a picture of their deceased close other (i.e., death
anxiety) and were noted to have reduced activity in the right caudate if
they are simultaneously holding a stranger’s hand (when compared to
being alone) (Kraus et al., 2019).
Taken together, the findings on responses to stranger’s touch seem to
be quite different in the 1970–1990 s vs. in the 2000s. This may be
related to cultural changes in touch frequency and touch norms because
cultural factors, in general, are known to influence touch experience
(Sorokowska et al., 2021). The differences may also be related to
research methods: in the 2000s, the experimental designs have generally
became controlled to a greater degree and methods to convey touch and
assess touch experiences have been validated more accurately. Overall,
it appears that evidence related to stranger’s touch is much more
inconsistent than evidence related to partner’s touch.

3.3. Receiving touch from a stranger vs. Receiving no touch during
psychosocial stress
In the previous sections, it was noted that, during sensory or psy
chological pain, receiving a touch from one’s friend or partner may more
effectively alleviate pain when compared to a touch coming from a
stranger. Nevertheless, evidence is inconclusive whether, during pain,
being touched by a stranger alleviates pain more effectively than not
being touched at all.
First, some studies have investigated this issue from the perspective
of sensory pain (i.e., bottom-up contextual effects). Specifically, there is
evidence that subjects, whose hands are immersed in ice water, expe
rience ice water as less painful if being simultaneously touched on their
wrist by a stranger (than not being touched and practicing alpha
biofeedback) (Drescher et al., 1985). Further, one study reported that
subjects who are threatened by an electric shock have attenuated re
sponses in some threat-related brain networks (e.g., in the vACC, pos
terior cingulate, left supramarginal gyrus, and right postcentral gyrus) if
they are holding a stranger’s hand when compared to being alone (Coan
et al., 2006). However, attenuated responses were not obtained in all
hypothesized threat-related brain networks. Moreover, one study had
null results: subjects who were exposed to heat stimuli or electric shock
and were touched on their hands by a stranger did not report lower
levels of pain or unpleasantness when compared to being alone (Gold
stein et al., 2016). Taken together, it remains unclear whether a
stranger’s touch may alleviate sensory pain more effectively than being
alone.
Second, other studies have investigated this topic from the
perspective of psychological pain (i.e., top-down contextual effects). A
widely-known experiment in the 1970s found that university students’
task performance is reduced if they are touched on their shoulder by the
experimenter without explanation during performance (when compared
to only sitting in the same room without touching) (Sussman and
Rosenfeld, 1978). Another study in the 1990s showed that exposure to a
stranger’s touch on the wrist predicted even higher heart rate and blood
pressure in response to psychosocial stress (an arithmetic task and a
mirror-tracing task) when compared to being alone (Edens et al., 1992).
This is in accordance with another study in the 1990s indicating that
holding hands with a stranger predicts increased heart rate when
compared to no touch (Williams and Kleinke, 1993). Hence, these
studies suggest that touch of a stranger may not necessarily have

3.3.1. Responses before vs. during touch
One study indicated that exposure to a socially distressing situation
may have stronger positive influence on self-reported wanting of social
touch (a soft caress on the forearm) from a stranger and anticipatory
pleasantness of social touch than on experienced pleasantness of touch
during touch exposure (Massaccesi et al., 2020). On the contrary,
exposure to a pleasant situation may not have any influence on wanting
or pleasantness of social touch from a stranger (Massaccesi et al., 2020).
However, as there is only one study on this topic, no firm conclusions
can be made.
3.3.2. Situational appropriateness of touch
Two studies have examined the role of situational appropriateness of
touch experience when touch comes from a stranger. Specifically, one
study found that exposure to a professional touch (with a clear aim to
measure heart rate) reduces subjects’ heart rate, blood pressure, and
activity of corrugator and zygomaticus facial muscles (i.e., indicators of
physiological arousal), when compared to touch without any justifica
tion or not being exposed to touch (Nilsen and Vrana, 1998; Vrana and
Rollock, 1998). Second, in an experiment of the 1980s, subjects were
asked to comply with a minor request, then touched or not on the upper
arm, given a positive or negative description of themselves (e.g. “you are
not very helpful”), and then asked to comply with an additional request
(Goldman et al., 1985). The combination of touch and a negative
description predicted highest compliance with toucher’s further request
(when compared to touch combined with a positive description)
(Goldman et al., 1985). This was interpreted to indicate that a positive
description may not be situationally appropriate for a minor request
(Goldman et al., 1985).
Hence, the studies tentatively suggest that a stranger’s touch may be
more positively experienced if it is situationally appropriate. Never
theless, it is necessary to consider that the studies did not confirm
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whether participants experienced touch as “situationally appropriate”.
Additionally, the findings were obtained before the 2000s and more
recent studies are needed. Therefore, the findings must be considered
with caution.

tentatively implies that object-induced CT-optimal touches (that occur
without other interpersonal interaction) may not be related as consistent
physiological responses as social touches occurring in natural interper
sonal settings. That is, there is evidence that object-induced CT-optimal
touches on the forearm in laboratory settings may reduce the transient
arousal response (skin conductance amplitude) but not overall arousal
state during the touching situation (skin conductance level), when
compared to non-CT optimal touches (Etzi et al., 2018a,b). In addition,
object-induced CT-optimal touches on the palm or forearm (vs.
non-CT-optimal touches) in laboratory settings without being embedded
with other interpersonal interaction may increase heart-rate variability
and reduce heart rate deceleration but not reduce cortisol levels
(Pawling et al., 2017; Triscoli et al., 2017b). Hence, physiological re
sponses to CT-optimal touch have not been consistent.

3.4. Naturality of context: human touch and CT-optimal touch
There are a number of studies investigating CT-optimal touch, i.e., a
touch that occurs with velocity of 3 cm/s, targets CT-fibers on the skin,
and is commonly induced with some object in experimental laboratory
settings. Hence, from a target person’s perspective, the psychosocial
context for receiving CT-optimal touches may be quite different from
receiving human touches: during CT-optimal touch, the toucher and
touched body region may not be visible and there may not be any other
interpersonal communication between toucher and touched person
(such as gaze or verbal communication). In this way, CT-optimal touch is
typically received in a less natural interpersonal context than human
touch. Next, we review studies examining responses to CT-optimal
(object-induced) touch.

3.4.4. Brain responses
A single study tentatively implied that exposure to an affective touch
on the forearm (vs. non-affective touch or no touch) by a stranger in
laboratory settings is related to decreased theta activity (von Mohr,
Crowley, et al., 2018) that, in turn, is commonly interpreted to refer to
lower relaxation or pleasantness. However, more brain studies are
needed to make any conclusions on the topic.
Overall, most studies reviewed in this subsection have not directly
compared object-induced CT-optimal touch to human touch. Never
theless, comparison of the studies examining CT-optimal touch and
studies examining human touch tentatively implies that responses to CToptimal touch may possibly be less consistent and less positive than
responses to human touch. However, in order to make any conclusions,
there is a need for additional studies with direct experimental compar
isons between behavioral and neural responses to human touch vs. CToptimal touch.

3.4.1. Subjective pleasantness
In general, there is accumulating evidence that a CT-optimal touch (i.
e., an object-induced touch that is supposed to convey affective mean
ings) on the palm or forearm is experienced as more pleasant than a nonCT-optimal touch (Davidovic et al., 2016; Löken et al., 2011; Pawling
et al., 2017; Portnova et al., 2020; Triscoli et al., 2017a,b). Importantly,
however, several studies have implied that exposure to a CT-optimal
touch or gentle stroking on the forearm is experienced as less pleasant
over repetitions (Ree et al., 2020; Triscoli et al., 2014; Triscoli et al.,
2017b). Consequently, it may possibly be that a “mechanically” con
ducted series of social touches may not always be positively
experienced.

3.5. Physical appearance of toucher

3.4.2. Behavioral responses
A number of studies have examined behavioral responses to CToptimal touch in laboratory settings. It has been found that receiving
repetitive CT-optimal touches or soft caresses on the arm in laboratory
settings (vs. exposure to a control touch or no touch) does not increase
prosociality in economic bargaining tasks (Rosenberger et al., 2018),
and does not increase altruism in a charity-related task and does not
reduce betrayal aversion in experimental tasks (Koppel et al., 2017). In
addition, it has been found that receiving a CT-optimal touch (vs.
non-CT-optimal touch) on the forearm in laboratory settings may not
increase sensitivity to reward (Triscoli et al., 2017b). On the contrary, as
described earlier in this review), studies in natural settings have found
that human touch is related to increased prosocial behavior and
compliance to requests (Guéguen and Fischer-Lokou, 2002, 2003; Joule
and Guéguen, 2007). Hence, the findings suggest that a human touch in
“natural settings” may increase prosociality more effectively than an
object-induced touch in laboratory settings.
Importantly, during stress exposure, an object-induced CT-optimal
touch may result in more positive responses. Specifically, two studies
suggest that during stimulated heat pain, receiving CT-optimal touches
on the forearm reduces experienced pain and anxious states and is
experienced as more pleasant when compared to receiving a discrimi
native touch or no touch (Fidanza et al., 2021; Liljencrantz et al., 2017).
This supports the view that also object-induced affective touch may have
a bottom-up comforting function (i.e., it feels pleasant although it is not
embedded in a natural interpersonal context).

Not only familiarity vs. strangeness of toucher, but also physical
appearance of toucher seems to play a crucial role for touch experience.
In this context, original studies have focused either on facial expressions
or physical attractiveness of toucher. Next, these studies are reviewed
separately.
3.5.1. Facial expressions of toucher
3.5.1.1. Behavioral responses. Regarding pleasantness, there is evidence
that smiling faces increase perceived pleasantness of a gentle social
touch (CT-optimal touch) on the forearm (vs. frowning faces) (Ellingsen
et al., 2014). Also, virtual-reality studies (where touch on the hand ap
pears to come from a virtual character) have found that virtual char
acter’s touch and facial emotional expressions influence compliance to
accept unfair offers in a virtual decision-making game (Harjunen et al.,
2018; Spapé et al., 2019). Hence, facial emotions (especially negative
emotions) appear to play a crucial role for subjective experience of social
touch and in defining the behavioral consequences.
3.5.1.2. Brain responses. The modulatory influence of emotional facial
expressions on touch perception is further supported by studies using
electroencephalography (EEG). For example, toucher’s facial emotions
(anger, happiness, or sadness) were found to amplify somatosensoryevoked potentials (SEPs) as early as 25 ms after touch onset (Ravaja
et al., 2017). In this study, touch stimulus was directed to the hand. The
modulatory influence was also observed in late SEPs, of which ampli
tudes were stronger mainly by toucher’s angry expression (Ravaja et al.,
2017).

3.4.3. Physiological responses
As was described earlier in this review, touch from a partner or friend
during a physically or psychologically painful situation is found to
predict lower physiological stress responses (Chatel-Goldman et al.,
2014; Grewen et al., 2005; Triscoli et al., 2017a). In such cases, touch
seems to have a comforting function. On the contrary, the evidence

3.5.2. Physical attractiveness of toucher
Although temporary facial expressions of toucher may modify touch
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experience, it seems that also more stable physical features, i.e., physical
attractiveness, may modify target person’s responses to social touch.
Previous studies on this topic have not defined any “objective” criteria
for attractiveness but relied on participants’ subjective ratings.
Research evidence suggests that high attractiveness of toucher may
increase experienced pleasantness of social touch exposure. First, a
questionnaire-based study found that different types of touches are
interpreted to convey more positive signals (e.g., trust, affection,
receptivity) if the toucher is perceived as very attractive vs. not very
attractive (Burgoon, 1991). In accordance with this, receiving a
CT-optimal stroke on the arm and palm is found to result in more
pleasant feelings and higher heart-rate variability (referring potentially
to higher physiological relaxation) if the participants are simultaneously
shown attractive vs. unattractive faces (Novembre et al., 2020). In
addition, receiving touches on the shoulder and forearm during
problem-solving discussion appears to be more positively experienced if
the toucher is perceived to score high rather than low on attractiveness,
status, and expertise (Burgoon et al., 1992). Moreover, receiving touch
on the shoulder in a task-related situation is found to be experienced
more positively if the toucher is highly attractive (Patterson et al.,
1986). Taken together, studies conducted between the 1980 s–2020 s
have consistently suggested that a similar sort of touch may be experi
enced very differently is toucher is perceived attractive vs. unattractive.
Finally, it is necessary to consider a single study indicating that social
touch may increase experienced attractiveness of toucher (Boderman
et al., 1972). Hence, more research is needed to make conclusions about
the temporal relationships between experience of social touch and
(perceived) attractiveness or likeability of the toucher.

person’s attentiveness to social touch. In one study, subjects were
touched simultaneously when they were conducting either a simple
cognitive task (e.g. verbal identification) or motor task (Gallace et al.,
2010). It was found that sensitivity to another persons’ touch (i.e.
detection threshold to touch) was impaired during both tasks, especially
during a motor task, possibly due to shared attentive resources between
touch perception and task-related sensory-motor functioning (Gallace
et al., 2010). In addition, demonstrating the fundamental role of
attention in perceptual processing of touch, it has been reported that
attended as compared to unattended touches on the wrist or finger may
amplify somatosensory-evoked responses (N140 and P300) (Harjunen
et al., 2017; Nakajima and Imamura, 2000).
Nevertheless, although attended and unattended exposures to social
touch may be differently processed in the brain, a couple of studies
suggest that attentiveness to social touch may not modulate the affective
and behavioral consequences of being touched. For example, library
customers touched on their palm by the library personnel (while lending
a book) reported higher levels of liking toward the personnel and the
library than those who were not touched, regardless of whether
consciously noticing the touch or not (Fisher et al., 1976). In a similar
way, women, who were requested to complete a questionnaire and
either touched on their forearm or not, exhibited a similar Midas touch
effect regardless of whether they observed the touch or not (Guéguen,
2002). Taken together, attentiveness to social touch may modulate
perceptional sensitivity to touch but not affective or behavioral re
sponses to social touch.
On the other hand, an fMRI study showed that CT- and non-CToptimal touches on the forearm may similarly deactivate the default
mode network when there are no strong competitive stimuli in the
environment (Strauss et al., 2019). As the default mode network (DMN)
is activated especially during rest and mind-wandering (Mak et al.,
2017), the findings indicate appears that touch (whether social or
impersonal touch) may likely grasp one’s attention if there are no
competitive stimuli. However, when attention is particularly directed to
touch, it appears to particularly strongly deactivate the DMN. That is,
when directing attention to touch exposure, touch on the hand reduces
connections of the posterior cingulate cortex (i.e. a central region of the
DMN) with the insula and inferior frontal gyrus (when compared to
situations when attention is directed to auditory stimuli) (Cerritelli
et al., 2017). Hence, directing attention to touch may enhance pro
cessing of social and interoceptive aspects of touch exposure.

3.6. Multimodal qualities of the environment
Consequently, toucher’s physical appearance such as attractiveness
and certain facial expressions modify pleasantness of touch experience.
Interestingly, it has been found that also some human odors may make
social contacts more rewarding for some individuals (Lübke et al.,
2014). In the context of touch, no study has examined the role of human
odors but there are pieces of evidence related to other types of odors.
Specifically, it has been found that social touch (CT-optimal touch) to
dorsal forearm is experienced as less pleasant if subjects are simulta
neously exposed to a disgusting odor (vs. not exposed to a disgusting
odor) (Croy et al., 2014, 2016). Further, Croy’s et al. (2016) study found
that disgusting odors activate the orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala
and that the presence of disgusting odor is related to increased
touch-induced fMRI activity (BOLD signal) in the somatosensory cortex
and reduced activity in the insula (Croy et al., 2016). This implies that
odors may modify immediate affective responses (such as hedonic pro
cessing) to social touch. Regarding visuo-tactile multimodality, a touch
to the forearm is found to result in an altered amplitude of N100 if the
subjects are simultaneously exposed to unpleasant affective pictures
(when compared to neutral pictures) (Montoya and Sitges, 2006;
Schirmer et al., 2011). This possibly implies that pictures may modify
motivational relevance of touch exposure and, in that way, also enhance
direction of attentional resources to touch. Further, a skin-to-skin touch
on the forearm is experienced as more pleasant if simultaneously
exposed to positive vs. negative pictures (Etzi et al., 2018a,b).
With regard to auditory factors, exposure to vocal sounds indicating
surprise (vs. neutral or non-vocal sounds) is found to induce stronger
auditory evoked potentials (P2 and late positive potential) when com
bined with exposure to stroking the arm (Schirmer and Gunter, 2017).
Taken together, surrounding emotional cues from other sensory mo
dalities may have a strong influence in the early perceptual processing of
social touch.

4. Main findings
In summary, this study identified a variety of psychosocial and
situational factors and toucher’s characteristics that modulate the im
mediate experiences and responses to social touch. The factors are
summarized in Fig. 3. Depending of an array of contextual factors, the
same caress is not necessarily experienced as pleasant and may not have
potential long-term positive effects of touch, including e.g. oxytocin
release (Portnova et al., 2020) and reduced stress reactivity (Lee and
Cichy, 2020). Hence, if aiming to produce pleasant touch experiences, it
is necessary to adjust psychosocial situational factors carefully so that,
as likely as possible, touch would be experienced as secure, appropriate,
and pleasant.
In order to produce pleasant touch experiences, social touch could be
utilized at a certain level of acquaintanceship (not in the first meeting
but later meetings). Secondly, since other than family members are
allowed to touch only 20 % of the body (primarily hands) (Suvilehto
et al., 2015, 2019), touch could be directed to a restricted body region
such as hands. Thirdly, the evidence tentatively suggests that touch may
more likely be experienced as pleasant if it occurs in a natural context in
a situationally appropriate way (e.g., a touch between a health-care
professional and a patient or a touch that is embedded with other so
cial interaction), whereas repetitive touches in laboratory settings may
not necessarily be experienced positively. Fourth, it seems that receiving

3.7. Target person’s attentiveness to social touch
Finally, the literature search obtained some studies related to target
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Fig. 3. A summary of the psychosocial contextual factors modulating responses to social touch exposure.

touch under investigation. This further complicated a systematic com
parison of the findings because it is known that different types of touches
convey different affective and interpersonal meanings (Thompson and
Hampton, 2011). Moreover, the studies were conducted in different
countries, and cultural factors are known to affect the use of touch in
social interactions and touch experiences. However, the roles of sensory
features of touch (Taneja et al., 2021) and cultural factors (Sorokowska
et al., 2021) for touch experience have been reviewed previously.
Hence, we decided not to review those issues in this paper but to focus
on the modifying roles of psychosocial contextual factors on touch
experience that have not been reviewed before.

touch (both from familiar people and strangers) is experienced as more
pleasant if the target person is experiencing sensory pain or psycho
logical distress, supporting comforting functions of touch. Finally,
attention could be paid to ecological validity of the findings: many
touch-related experiments have been conducted in formal (laboratory)
settings where there may be, for example, some unexpected unpleasant
odors that, in turn, are found to affect touch experience negatively.
Overall, adjusting these situational factors during touch exposure could
increase likelihood that social touch could produce positive responses in
target person.
5. Methodological considerations

6. Implications for research

Before considering implications of this review, it is necessary to
consider certain methodological issues. Firstly, the focus of this review
was restricted to studies conducted in non-clinical adult populations.
Since age and neuropsychiatric symptoms may affect experience of
touch exposure (Crucianelli et al., 2016; Sehlstedt et al., 2016), our re
sults cannot be directly generalized to child populations or clinical
populations. Secondly, most studies were correlational by nature.
Hence, the temporal or causal relationships between touch experience
and contextual factors cannot be firmly concluded. For example, it can
be speculated that exposure to touch may also affect perception of
toucher’s facial emotions. Finally, this review focused on the influences
of social touch on target person’s responses. Hence, the results cannot be
generalized to toucher’s experience of social touch event.
It is necessary to consider that this review included a comparatively
heterogeneous combination of original studies. That is, there were
observational studies conducted in natural settings (e.g., in a library or
university campus), experimental studies in laboratory settings, and
questionnaire-based studies in every-day life investigating the modi
fying roles of psychosocial contextual factors on touch experiences. The
heterogeneity of previously adopted research methods has been a
challenge also in previous reviews, as each method includes different
limitations (Hertenstein and Keltner, 2011). Therefore, although our
broad scope of studies included many strengths, it also included a lim
itation that a systematic comparison of the outcomes and measures was
not possible as the outcomes are not directly comparable with each
other.
Moreover, the original studies included a variety of different types of
touches, ranging from hand-holding to a gentle caress on the forearm, a
pat on the shoulder, and hugging. Also, some original studies did not
specify either the body region where touch was directed to or the type of

The implications for research are summarized in Fig. 4. In several
studies, hypotheses about positive effects of social touch have not been
supported (Edens et al., 1992; Guéguen et al., 2011; Rosenberger et al.,
2018; Williams and Kleinke, 1993). One explanation for this may be
specific contextual factors that have not been taken into consideration
and have modulated subjective experience of social touch. For example,
in a number of studies, touch exposure has not been embedded into a
natural social interaction (including also other social cues besides of
touch) or has been conducted by a stranger. Also, physical attractiveness
of toucher (Novembre et al., 2020) and accompanied emotional ex
pressions (Ravaja et al., 2017) may play strong roles for touch experi
ence but have not been considered in many studies. In the contrast, some
studies have paid careful attention to adjustment of such contextual
factors that may not crucially influence subjective experience of social
touch. For example, attentiveness to touch exposure (i.e. whether the
subjects have vision on the body region that is touched) is commonly
carefully adjusted but may not always have crucial effects on behavioral
responses to touch exposure (e.g. compliance to toucher’s requests)
(Guéguen, 2002).
This review points out that a variety of brain regions are involved in
processing of contextual cues and social touch. Several fMRI studies,
however, have investigated touch-induced responses using a compara
tively narrow set of regions-of-interest (ROIs) (Kraus et al., 2019).
Hence, voxel-wise analyses or a comprehensive set of ROIs could pro
vide novel perspectives to neural touch processing. Moreover, as
self-reports of emotional states include their strengths and weaknesses,
future studies could more widely utilize multi-voxel pattern analysis as a
complementary method to decode the emotional states of experimental
subjects (Saarimäki et al., 2018, 2016). In this way, emotional reactions
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Fig. 4. A summary of the research implications of this review.

findings to every-day environments: every-day social touch situations
typically include an array of simultaneously varying contextual factors.
Finally, future research should provide evidence regarding the as
sociation between neural, physiological, behavioral, and self-reported
measures related to social touch. This would facilitate interpretation
of findings and increase understanding of partly inconclusive findings of
studies using different methodological approaches. It seems that, for
example, high pleasantness of touch is related to comparable physio
logical responses such as reduced heart rate (Triscoli et al., 2017a) and
also reward-related responses in the brain such as increased μ-opioid
receptor availability (Nummenmaa et al., 2016), but more research is
needed on the connections between different measures.

to touch could be directly assessed based on signature patterns of brain
activity that can be obtained during specific emotional states. This
would be especially feasible in such experiments where participants
would likely have self-reporting biases. In addition, there is evidence for
anticipatory responses in the prefrontal and parietal cortex that adjust
later phases of touch processing in a top-down manner (Carlsson et al.,
2000). More attention could be paid to the anticipatory responses to
social touch.
Currently, there are studies utilizing touch in the context of func
tional magnetic resonance (fMRI) measurements (Kraus et al., 2019;
Morese et al., 2019; Reddan et al., 2020; Strauss et al., 2019), but there is
a need for novel methods that could convey touch more practically
during brain imaging where a non-magnetic apparatus is needed.
Commonly, touch has been applied on the subjects’ leg (Kreuder et al.,
2017). However, the generalizability of such results may be restricted
because touch on different body parts is known to convey different
signals (Lee and Guerrero, 2001). Other studies have used, for example,
a tactile glove for touch exposure (Harjunen et al., 2018) or an “air-
pressure-driven oscillation compression sleeve” that was experienced as
pleasant and activated overlapping brain regions than CT-optimal touch
(Case et al., 2020). Overall, novel methods are needed to make touch
exposure more practical in fMRI studies.
Most studies have restricted their investigations on touched-induced
disgust or comfort, although social touch can arouse a wide variety of
emotions (anger, disgust, fear, gratitude, harassment, formality, happi
ness, love, sadness, sympathy, embarrassment, envy, pride, or surprise)
(J. W. Lee and Guerrero, 2001; Thompson and Hampton, 2011). For
example, there is evidence that different out-groups elicit different
profiles of affective reactions: gay men may arouse strong feelings of
disgust and pity, whereas African Americans may elicit feelings of pity
and fear (Cottrell and Neuberg, 2005). Thus, besides of examining single
emotions, also further studies on emotional profiles elicited by social touch
are needed.
Additionally, more studies are needed whether there are additive
and interactive effects between different contextual factors. For
example, more studies are needed whether an angry facial emotion
together with a minority status or criminal history produces stronger
immediate responses in target person than any single contextual factor.
Also, there is evidence that social touch (Nummenmaa et al., 2016) and
social laughter (Manninen et al., 2017) modulate the endogenous opioid
system. It may be that exposure to both social touch and social laughter
could have especially strong effects on the brain opioid system, but more
research is needed. This could also improve generalizability of the

7. Conclusions
In summary, this review found that pleasantness of touch exposure
may be modified by a variety of contextual psychosocial factors such as
toucher’s characteristics (e.g. facial expressions, stage of acquain
tanceship with the target person, and out-group membership) and
situational factors (e.g. target person’s situational distress or pain).
Consequently, when planning touch-based interventions and research
designs, the context where exposure to social touch occurs should be
carefully designed based on existing empirical evidence.
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